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Accent

Le bois, un goût de nature

A style that is commanding in its beauty, an obvious choice for 

prestigious environments, senior administrative workstations and

executive offices. The selection of work surfaces, storage elements

and complementary components make this collection a favorite 

with designers. Matched wood veneers - the hallmark of master 

cabinetmakers - and noticeably thick tops (1 9/16”, 40 mm) exude 

an image of status and success. So, can we add a little Accent to 

your day?

Choose the Accent Collection for its elegant and striking
looks, you can't go wrong. Or, for a somewhat smaller
budget, consider its twin, the Passport Collection…
Either way, you can expect impeccable quality and a
skillful blend of the classic design, modularity, and 
versatility so essential to the modern office. 
Plus there’s more: run your hand over the rounded
solid wood edge and you will understand why people
have attested to the quality and finishing of the Artopex
wood division.

The true nature of wood
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Finish : natural cherry

Notes
Classic or high-tech, Bronze Maple 
or Espresso Walnut, work surfaces 
with ergonomic contours, or traditional
desk... behind these exteriors is our 
reputation for excellence!
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passport

Passport

Finish : natural maple
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The true nature of wood

You liked Accent? Well, Passport is identical... or almost.

Same construction, same finishing, four edge styles, four

species -oak, walnut, maple and cherry- and as many

shapes and sizes... The same signature quality, but work

surfaces that are 1 3/16” (30 mm) thick, allowing for the

more economical aspect of this collection.

With Passport, you get the style, the elegance and the

versatility of the Accent collection, with the little bonus of

pleasing your accountant. With these considerations it is

hard to make a better choice!
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Notes
Consistent design, logical applications, 
impeccable execution, unrivalled finishing...
Accent and Passport are the embodiment 
of rational perfection in an office environment.



The luminosity of maple, the distinction

of walnut, the depth of oak or the

warmth of cherry... You have a choice

of finishes: eighteen to be exact, all of

them in real wood!

The exclusive thickness of the Accent edge allows a choice of eight different edge

details to customize your decor.

Passport's thinner work surfaces are 

available in these four edges.

Finishes
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Accent (tops 19/16” thick) Passport (tops 13/16” thick)
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natural oak WK00

natural cherry WC85

imperial walnut WW14

natural maple WM78

mellow oak WK09

bronze maple WM72

light cherry WC80

burgundy walnut WW37

harvest oak WK10

medium cherry WC82

mahogany finish WW36
on walnut   

ruby maple WM74

mahogany finish WK12
on oak

classic cherry WC83

espresso walnut WW16

ebonized oak WK38

dark cherry WC84

ebonized walnut WW20



Accent
Finish : burgundy walnut
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From classic to contemporary, select the drawer pull of your

choice, such as the button for small drawers, available in

black or silver. The traditional pull comes in antique bronze.

Drawer Pulls

bar contemporary button

waterfall traditional finger pull



Telephone: (450) 663-3030
1 800 363-6361

Fax: (450) 663-9022
artopex.com

1000 St-Martin West
Laval, Quebec H7S 1M7
CANADA
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